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Abstract
GRACE is the first large-scale evaluation program of taggersfor French. This experiment allowed to compare the assignments of

Parts-of-Speech tags by various different taggers, on a common corpus of literary and journalistic texts. The evaluation relied on the
acceptance by the participants of a reference formalism formorpho-syntactic description (the reference tagset) usedby an expert to tag
the evaluation corpus, and by the participants to provide a description (mapping table) of their own tagset. The global strategy was to
make the reference tagging and tokenization of the finest grain possible. The reference tags were decomposed in Parts of Speech (main
category) and lists of additional attributes, thus definingdetailed syntactic patterns. The steps of the GRACE programare described, and
the main adjudication issues are reported. The linguistic issues encountered during this experiment were linked to thedifficulty to project
relevant information about the sentence structure at the token level. Information derived from local analysis may be accepted as well as
information derived from a larger context. Although the limitations of the experiment are acknowledged, the GRACE program proved to
offer interesting opportunities to assess the state of the art in PoS tagging.

1. GRACE OVERVIEW

Organized by the French CNRS, the GRACE project –Grammars
and Resources for Analysers of Corpora and their Evaluation–
(Adda et al.(1995)) aims at applying the Evaluation Paradigm
to the task of morpho-syntactic tagging of French texts.
GRACE is the first large-scale evaluation campaign specif-
ically devoted to Part of Speech (PoS) tagging for French.

The GRACE evaluation campaign ( Paroubek 1997) was
organized in four phases: training, dry-run (followed by the
Avignon workshop in April 1997), test, and adjudication.
20 participants, from academia or industry registered for
the evaluation, and, as the project covered a longer span of
time than expected, 13 took part in the final tests.

In GRACE, the basis for evaluation are the PoS tags at-
tributed by an expert, allowing a comparison with PoS tags
produced by the various systems in competition. The in-
ternal functioning of the taggers is not taken into account
(black-box evaluation). Two main problems are encoun-
tered :� How is it possible to compare systems using various

tagsets and based on various theories.� How will it be possible, from this comparison, to de-
rive a correct appreciation of the quality of a tagger.

In this contribution,we are concerned with the first ques-
tion.

2. THE EVALUATION PROCEDURE

The evaluation is based on a comparison between PoS pro-
duced by the evaluated tagging systems and the PoS tags
manually produced by a linguist. It implies that the evalua-
tion is done on the basis of the ”performance” of the various
systems, as compared to a reference system.

Some implicitly acknowledged rules of the game should
be pointed out. The tags are attached to tokens, a notion
different from the classical word. Different systems define
different tokens, i.e. different physical units which can be
smaller or larger than the word. The choice on the physical
unit (segmentation) is closely related to the choice of logi-
cal units for linguistic analysis, in other words the tagsetis
always related to the tokens.

Furthermore, the GRACE committee never intended to
impose on participants one unique tagset, as it can be non-
consistent with the linguistic theories and linguisticapproaches
used by the participants. The solution was to define a de-
tailed and comprehensive tagset (the GRACE tagset (Raj-
man 1997)), working as a pivotal description. All partici-
pants were required to produce a ”mapping table”, explic-
itly associating their own tags to corresponding GRACE
tags. The mapping tables make it possible to convert par-
ticipant tags into GRACE tags and vice versa.

Such an approach raises several problems, not only with
tagging, but also with segmentation, tokenization, and all
phenomena related to the evaluation itself.

In the following sections, we first describe the refer-
ence linguistic resources (corpora, tagset, lexicon) usedin
GRACE, and then review the problems raised during the
evaluation campaign, and especially during the (hand-)tagging
of the reference corpora.

3. REFERENCE LINGUISTIC
RESOURCES

3.1. Corpora
The corpora used in the GRACE experiment were exclu-
sively made of French written texts. Since there is no es-
tablished corpus for academic work in France, only two dif-
ferent genres were available, literary and journalistic. Two
sources were used to build the corpora: the FRANTEXT



corpus (INaLF), mainly containing literary texts from the
XIXth century or the beginning of the XXth century, free
of author or publisher copyrights; and contemporary ex-
tracts of the newspaper ”Le Monde” (a special agreement
was signed for use of Le Monde texts).

The total amount of reference tagged text is about 140 000
occurrences (words). Both genres are roughly equally rep-
resented.

The texts were manually tagged as is usual, within the
sentence frame. Both subsets of the corpus contain com-
plex sentences, which may be considered as a bias in the
experiment.

3.2. The tagset
As was said before, a reference was required concerning the
tags. The GRACE committee decided to define a GRACE
tagset, with brief guidelines for their use (Lecomte 1995;
Lecomte 1997). The overall choice was to define a very
detailed description, to fit the tokenization choice which
aimed at the finest segmentation.

The GRACE tagset is directly inspired from the MUL-
TEXT/EAGLES standard (Veronis et al. 1994; Veronis
1995), yet with some differences concerning some PoS or
attribute tags. All modifications were raised from experi-
ence in tagging and from discussions with participants, un-
der the supervision of a specific GRACE committee.

During the three phases of the GRACE action (training,
dry-run and test), the current tagset slightly evolved : all
participants were invited to suggest and discuss new modi-
fications to the tagset. Some people were very active, others
never reacted.

The current GRACE tagset contains 12 main categories
(9 for Parts of Speech, 1 for punctuation, 1 generic class,
and 1 evaluation blocker) :

PoS: A = adjectives
(+Attributes:Type, Degree,
Gender, Number)

R = adverbs
(+Attributes:Type, Degree)

C = conjunctions
(+Attribute:Type)

D = determiners
(+Attributes:Type, Person,
Gender, Number, Possessor,
Quantification)

I = interjections
(no Attributes)

N = nouns
(+Attributes:Type, Gender,
Number)

P = pronouns
(+Attributes:Type, Per-
son, Gender, Number, Case,
Possessor)

S = prepositions
(+Attribute:Type)

V = verbs
(+Attributes:Type,
Mood, Tense, Person, Num-
ber, Gender)

F = punctuation
(no Attributes)

X = residual
(no Attributes)

? = extra-lexical forms
(no Attributes)

For each Part of Speech, there is a number (varying be-
tween 0 and 7) of additional fields : 4 for a noun, 7 for
a verb. They all must be filled in with the corresponding
value, either the sub-categorization (attribute value) orthe
”irrelevant” value. If one attribute is not relevant for the
word concerned, the value is ”-”, which means ”not relevant
for this particular class or subclass of words”. For example,
the attribute Case is allowed only for personal pronouns.
For all other types of pronouns, the corresponding slot in
the tag will be occupied by a ”-”.

The tagset comprises 312 different full tags, including
the attributes.

3.3. The authorized patterns
Along with the list of tags, the organizers established for
each PoS a list of authorized ”patterns” (i.e. feature com-
binations corresponding to linguistically sound tags). This
was of great help for the building and validation of the map-
ping tables, as it allowed the creation of automatic verifica-
tion tools. It gives another vision, another dimension.

Example : N [ckp] [mf] [sp]
which means that the tag for a noun will contain 4 com-

pulsory fields:
1st : PoS
2nd : Type = c (common) or k (cardinal) or p (proper)
3rd : Gender = m (masculine) or f (feminine)
4th : Number = s (singular) or p (plural)

All these fields must be filled, with no possibility for
indetermination or ambiguity or irrelevance for an attribute
(no ”-” is allowed in the pattern). Hence, the tag for a noun
is necessarily one of the following sound patterns :

Ncms Ncmp Ncfs Ncfp Nkms Nkmp Nkfs Nkfp
Npms Npmp Npfs Npfp

From hypothesis, such problems as ambiguity, or inde-
cidability were not supposed to exist when tagging in con-
text. If a PoS does remain ambiguous in context, the only
way to express it is by using a series of complete tags, thus
allowing more than one correct answer. If the problem oc-
curs for one attribute, one has to decide : either by choosing
one value among others, or by using a series of complete
tags to describe the various possibilities (below separated
by —), or by using a shortcut for the attribute in question :
a dot placed as a value for the attribute, meaning acceptance
of ”all possibilities allowed by the pattern for this particular
attribute”.

Examples:
philosophe Ncms—Ncfs
philosophe Nc.s
tarte Ncfs—Afpfs

Along with the list of the GRACE/MULTEXT autho-
rized tags and patterns, a document was established con-
cerning the tagging guidelines. Some participants were in-
terested in the way the reference texts would be tagged and
these guidelines were extremely valuable to them. All par-



ticipants received the first draft of a document which actu-
ally was not updated, as it appeared not to be a pre-requisite
to hands-on work on corpora. However, the tagging guide-
lines were discussed throughout the adjudication phase af-
ter the dry-run. Needless to say it was really useful to the
human expert who was in charge of preparing the reference
tagged corpus, to check consistency.

3.4. The lexicon
A lexicon was first thought necessary, as a common tool for
the participants, as well as for the human expert in charge
of tagging reference text. The assumption was that tag-
ging is done after the categories are checked in a reference
lexicon. A version of MULTEXT lexicon was imported.
It contained about 350 000 entries, which does not mean
350 000 different ”words”, as there were several entries for
one word : one entry for one morpho-syntactic description.

Example :
token lemma description
mates mat Afpfp-
mates mater Vmip2s–
mates mater Vmsp2s–

The GRACE/MULTEXT lexicon was not distributed to
participants. For at least two reasons :� At the level of tokenization, this absence allowed the

participants greater freedom in their strategy concern-
ing segmentation, specially compound words. We
quote one participant (J.Vergne, GREYC, 24 mars
1997):

”Au moment des essais, personne n’a eu MULTEXT,
il y a donc eu une liberté totalede choix sur les formes
composées choisies par les participants. Et ceci est
sain, dans le cadre de la liberté de choix des moyens
pour réaliser une tâche précise et commune”. ”At the
time of the dry-run none of the participants had ac-
cess to the MULTEXT [lexicon], therefore there was
complete freedom of choice on compound forms, which
could be selected as such by the participants. This
is fair, in the perspective of freedom of choice con-
cerning the means towards the accomplishment of a
common well-defined task.”� Because of the perpetual evolution of the tagset, even
for minor changes, the update of the lexicon finally
was always late... and thus not really available.

In fact, the participants worked with their own tools.
Only one of them asked for the MULTEXT lexicon. The
GRACE organizers nevertheless used this lexicon, mainly
as a reference for the tokenization of the texts, in the ref-
erence tagged texts. It also helped in preparing the ref-
erence texts for the first two phases of the GRACE ac-
tion (training and dry-run). But very soon the issue of the
un-completeness of the lexicon arose. The lexicon pro-
vides grammatical categories, that is lists of potential tags.
But these categories are derived mainly from morpholog-
ical rules, and do not necessarily fit for tagging in con-
text, where function prevails. This question was all the
more acute because of the great number of ”transferred cat-
egories”, as will be discussed below. The lexicon was not

adequate to the pursued goal, even for default tagging, be-
cause it was decided to tag in context, with the existing
categories and patterns.

In order to help tagging, the lexicon would have been
supposed to integrate all contextual behaviors. If all agree
on the fact that too much information is equivalent to no
information at all, what is the use of a lexicon? That is the
reason why we did not use a lexicon in the third phase of
the project..., and reference tagged texts were prepared with
the help of ”patterns” only.

4. TAGGING THE REFERENCE
CORPORA

4.1. Preliminaries
As already stated two corpora were used: the FRANTEXT
corpus texts (INaLF) contains mainly literary texts from the
beginning of the century. The second corpus is constituted
of contemporary extracts of the newspaper ”Le Monde”.
The total amount of reference tagged text is about 140 000
occurrences (words). 30 000 of them are lemmatized (phases
1 and 2). 110 000 are not lemmatized (phase 3).

The texts were supposed to be manually tagged, in con-
text. In fact, automatic tools were used to segment and/or
pre-tag texts which were then manually revised in context.

Only one person was in charge of the tagging task. No
cross-tagging was possible, nor cross-revision for the dry-
run, because of drastic cuts in the GRACE budget. Only a
subset (about 10%) of the tagged corpus was submitted to
cross-revision for the final test phase.

4.2. Drawing-up of the reference texts
First two phases (training and dry-run):

Texts were manually revised, in context, after having
been automatically assigned the GRACE Grammatical Cat-
egories by means of a specific tool (called ”the segmentor”)
designed by the GRACE committee. This tool put the text
under the GRACE format, taking into account the Evalu-
ation procedure requirements and the GRACE/MULTEXT
Lexicon. Hence the text was presented with one token per
line, lemmatized and pre-tagged (with GRACE tags). This
text was then manually revised for disambiguation and/or
rectification. For lack of time, no automatic tool was used
to check the results.

No statistics were established concerning time spent in
the various successive operations.� As for the content of the reference texts, for the first

phase of the GRACE action (training) : about 5 000
tagged occurrences sentences from the newspaper Le
Monde
+ 200 coined sentences, representative of the main
linguistic problems.� For the 2nd phase (dry run) : about 25 000 tagged
occurrences:
five small files from the French corpus FRANTEXT
= about 13 000 occurrences
2 files from Le Monde = about 13 000 occurrences



� Third phase (It is the last, just completed ”test” phase.)
: for this final phase, the reference tagged corpus
amounts to about 110 000 occurrences :
Le Monde (2 files) = 65 000 occurrences (32600 +
32700)
Frantext (10 files) = 47 000 occurrences (4700 x 10)

The drawing-up of the reference texts was different. The
automatic ”segmentor” used during the first two phases proved
to be no longer adequate for segmenting and pre-tagging
the texts. Lemmatization did not prove necessary, neither
the GRACE/MULTEXT lexicon.

Hence the work started from scratch, with raw texts and
following six steps :

1. raw texts
FRANTEXT texts and Le Monde texts were used.
Their size (number of occurrences given in words)
was augmented, because the size of the corpus to
be tagged by participants was augmented, and we
wanted to keep a correct ratio between the two types
of texts.

2. preparation of this text for automatic pre-tagging
This pre-tagging was supposed to help ... We used for
this operation the BRILL-tagger in use at INaLF. But
for a correct pre-tagging, the text had to be ”cleaned”
and normalized in a certain way. It cost a certain
time.

3. pre-tagging (with tags different from GRACE tags)

4. segmenting of this pre-tagged text according to the
GRACE format
The text had to be put under the GRACE format.

5. mapping and manual disambiguation in context
Tags had to be mapped into the GRACE tags, and
verified in context.

6. last revision

These operations were conducted in various order, as
texts arrived. For example :

1. the FRANTEXT texts (48 000 occurrences in 10 texts):
A) Pre-tagging was done with BRILL-tagger
B) Formatting of the text according to GRACE for-
mat. Semi-automatic work with Unix tools.
C) Mapping of the tags, from BRILL to GRACE.
Semi-automatic work, with Unix tools.
D) Manual revision, word by word, in context. total
amount of time for tasks B C D : about 200 man/hours

2. the first part of Le Monde (1 corpus of 50 articles,
amounting to about 32 500 occurrences)
A) manual preparation of the texts (taking off various
unnecessary marks)
B) Pre-tagging (BRILL)
C) Formatting according to the GRACE format (semi-
manually)
D) Mapping (semi-manually)
E) Manual revision, in context

total amount of time : about 87 hours, decomposed
into :
for tasks A (manual preparation), B (automatic pre-
tagging) : 20 hours
for tasks C (formatting),D (Mapping and disambiguat-
ing) : 50 hours
for task E (final revision) : about 17 hours

3. the second part of Le Monde (1 corpus of 50 articles,
amounting to about 33 000 occurrences)
The state of the text was different, as the human re-
viser got a text under the GRACE format, with BRILL
tags. Tasks A, B, C were supposed to be done. Glob-
ally speaking, one can say that 18 or 20 hours were
gained.

Task D was done in the following semi-manual way,
with no specific tool:� sometimes, automatic mapping, either from the cate-

gory, or from a verbal ending, etc...� sometimes a word by word approach, (for grammati-
cal words, ) Task D took 45-50 hours.

Task E, devoted to a last verification of the internal con-
sistency and consistency with other texts, took about 16
hours.
total amount of time : 67 hours, decomposed into :
task C was automatically done.
for task D (mapping and disambiguating) : 50 hours
for task E (final revision) : 17 hours
Some conclusions :
total amount of words : about 112 000/120 000
total amount of time for preparing them :
machine time is unknown
human time to complete the work : 200 + 67 + 87 = 354
hours
( no other tool than common Unix tools)

Total human time to map, disambiguate, revise, can be
amounted to about 360 hours, which means that processing
speed is about 6 words per minute .

5. ADJUDICATION ISSUES

Discussions reported here took place during the two first
phases of the GRACE action. As was said before, as the
tagset evolved, the tagging guidelines evolved too. It can
be interesting to have a look on the main questions which
were raised, and why.

The ”why” question is easy to solve : it was mainly be-
cause participants made decisions on a particular linguis-
tic problem different from those of the GRACE committee.
Sometimes they went deeper in the examination of a prob-
lem , and wanted their efforts be visible in the evaluation;
sometimes the GRACE decisions went deeper, and some
participants feared to be penalized in the evaluation. When
suggestions for modifications were made, they were exam-
ined, and the committee accepted or rejected the proposals.
In all cases, a modification had an impact on the reference



tagged text in preparation, and on the lexicon. This was not
always easy to manage!

The second reason is that the tags were established also
with a special goal in mind: reference tags should be easy
to check and should provide a convenient basis for compar-
ison. Hence a link was established between ”tags” and what
was called the ”DMS” (= morpho lexical description of the
tokens). This DMS was the support to be evaluated. The
GRACE committee discussed tags and descriptions, having
in mind the evaluation procedure.

The linguisticquestions raised concerned Parts of Speech
as well as attributes as well as particular words. These is-
sues can be subdivided in two, those raised by participants
themselves, and those raised by the committee.

5.1. Problems raised by participants
Participants had questions which directly concerned linguis-
tic issues, tags and criteria for their use.� The three Cases proposed in MULTEXT for personal

pronouns appeared difficult to manage to some par-
ticipants, who preferred the four traditionalcases. The
committee opted for 4.� Numerals , particularly Cardinals, also raised ques-
tions: there were long and sterile discussions as for
their status which is not clearly specified in tradi-
tional grammar Riegel94. The GRACE committee,
following MULTEXT, proposed to merge all Cardi-
nals into one specific category, relying on graphical
discrimination. Some participants did not agree, be-
cause they made their own decisions on that partic-
ular point, and they wished that their results could
be appraised. Hence, it was agreed that Cardinals
must be tagged on a syntactical basis according to
the four main Parts of Speech: Noun, Pronoun, Ad-
jective, Determiner. The indication of Cardinality is
given as an attribute.� Contracted articles, adjectives, relative pronouns also
raised many issues . Were they to be considered as
one unit or as several units? After having proposed a
minimalistic approach, the committee finally adopted
a solution consisting in going as far as possible in the
description.

One participant suggested to discriminate between
”plural indefinite determiners” (=”de”, ”des”) and ”prepo-
sitional articles”. After having gone deeper into the
problem, the committee decided to go farther, and to
discriminate between ”prepositional” articles (linked
to a question of valence), and ”partitive” articles. The
French ”de” is not only a preposition, not only a plu-
ral indefinite article (for ”des”) but also a former par-
titive marker. In the reference manually tagged cor-
pus there exists a discrimination between partitive ar-
ticles, fused prepositional articles and indefinite arti-
cle ... It was thought interesting to see if an auto-
mated tagger could emulate this analysis, and to what
extent.

It meant that the committee adopted compound tags
describing :

preposition
+ definite article : ”des” Sp+Da-mp-d
partitive marker
+ definite article : ”des” Da—-i+Da-mp-d
as well as simple tags :
indefinite article : ”des” Da-mp-i� Auxiliaries and Past Participles, were also discussed

at length.The question rose when a sequence was met,
containing past participles and adjectives in a relation
of coordination. Are the past participles adjectives as
well? How is to be considered the French verb ”être”,
either as a main verb (because of the presence of ad-
jectives), or as an auxiliary verb (because of the pres-
ence of past participles)? The good solution would
have been to redefine what is to be considered as an
auxiliary, what is a verbal participle, and what is an
adjectival participle. J.Veronis suggested to re-think
the problem entirely. This solution was not adopted,
because of lack of time. We simply informed partic-
ipants of what was decided for the reference tagged
texts :

”avoir” and ”être” are auxiliary verbs if followed by
a past participle
a past participle is verbal when preceded by one of
these two auxiliairies .
A past participle is adjectival in all other cases.
In fact, the linguistic problem was eluded.....� Capitalized nouns, which are not really ”proper” nouns,
are preceded by a definite article, but are not ”com-
mon” nouns. During the second phase of GRACE-
1 (dry run), we tried to use a solution proposed by
J.Veronis : a special Type ”d” for such nouns. At the
Avignon workshop, this was categorically rejected by
all the participants, who preferred the traditional di-
vision between ”proper” and ”common”, using the
EAGLES criteria to discriminate.� A special attribute for ”typing” was tried :
It was meant for items written in numbers, or abbre-
viations, etc... This attribute was rejected by partici-
pants too.� ”Que”, ”comme”, etc.. were also discussed, as spe-
cial grammatical words. For these items, it is difficult
to define a proper tag unless the different layers of the
sentence are taken into consideration. The rules were
minutely described in the guidelines.

5.2. Issues raised inside the committee
These issues were more oriented towards segmentation of
the text and evaluation. Tags were discussed, not specially
in their relation to ”linguistics”, but with regard to the eval-
uation procedure. For example :� Punctuations were first considered as Residual. The

first idea was to tag all ”separators”, including the
”blank”, in the same way. It was supposed to be a
good idea as far as the evaluation procedure was con-
cerned. But all punctuations are not ”separators” :



hyphens and apostrophes are not ”separators” in the
same way. Nor the blanks ... The questions about
punctuations were closely related to the more cru-
cial problem of ”segmentation” of the text ( Mar-
cus et al. 1993; Mathieu-Colas 1994): what is a
token? what is to be considered as a token? What
is a word? Are ”compounds” allowed? What is a
”compound”? etc... For instance, as the choice of to-
kenization was already made, and as the apostrophe
was considered as a punctuation mark, in words such
as ”l’heure” there are three tokens (here separated by
a dot) : l.’.heure. Thus, the letter l was considered as
a token and had to be tagged.

The committee finally opted for a special category
(”F”), for all punctuations, though not entering into
the details of their function in context. This decision
is still a subject of controversy.� Irrelevance, Indecidability, Indetermination, Ambi-
guity, Factorization are real linguistic problems.

Some patterns authorize an indication of ”irrelevance”
for some attributes linked to the particular PoS con-
cerned (with a hyphen as a value of this attribute).
For example, the attribute ”person” is valid for pos-
sessive determiners, but is not relevant for articles or
demonstrative determiners. The hyphen is used in the
corresponding field of the tag. These problems were
met during the manual tagging of the reference cor-
pus, and discussed with participants as well as inside
the committee, but not with the same preoccupations.
Inside the committee, the question was : To what ex-
tent could the tagset be modified or the description
be modified or the evaluation be modified if the com-
mittee decided to take the above mentioned linguistic
problems into account?

– Nothing existed for ”invariable” words, for which
none of the proposed value for an attribute was
relevant. Could the hyphen be used as a value
of one attribute in that case? or another marker?
Eventually, it was decided to assimilate ”no”
value with ”all” values. It is not possible to use
the hyphen in that case, but only a punctuation
mark, or, better, a series of complete tags.
Example :

the French word ”velours” is invariable in
number.
velours Ncms—Ncmp or velours Ncm.

– Nothing existed to mark factorization, linked
to coordination phenomena. It is not really a
question of irrelevance nor of indetermination,
but rather a question of cumulative information.
No pattern authorizes cumulative information
for one attribute. None of the existing values
represents cumulative information. Could it be
possible to add new non-univocal values for ex-
isting attributes? The decision was the follow-
ing : if a word factorizes an information, one
can choose either one preferential tag, or a se-
ries of tags.

For example, in a sentence such as ”ils sont
déchirés et sales”, the word ”sont” is at the same
time a ”main” verb and an ”auxiliary” verb (ac-
cording to the GRACE criteria detailed above)
sont Vmip3p-—Vaip3p-

– Ambiguity is not supposed to exist when coding
in context. Yet it exists... The solution to this
problem is to give a series of complete tags in
the description... As a result, there is not ”one”
meaning for ”one” description containing a se-
ries of complete tags : the ”—” in a description
means sometimes ”this” OR ”that” and some-
times ”this” AND ”that”.� Transferred categories were also a big problem. It

raises from the fact that linguists use category as a
means to classify words, and function to character-
ize the role of sets of words in context. Tags being
attached to tokens do not allow such a differentia-
tion. We speak of ”transferred categories” (after Tes-
nire (Tesniere 1959)) when, for example, a noun be-
haves in context as an adjective (ex. ”un airvache”),
when an adverb is used as a noun (”unaujourd’hui
vaut mieux qu’undemain”), when an adjective or a
past participle behaves as a noun (ex. ”unaigri”, ”un
frileux”) etc... There was some uncertainty whether
the participants would rely on dictionaries and cate-
gories based on morphology, or compute a syntacti-
cal function. The possibility to allow tagging from
either morpho-lexical clues or contextual clues was
considered necessary by the committee, although the
participants did not raise this issue.� ”Residual” versus ”Unknown” tags. Are they real
”PoS” and to be considered as such, or special cat-
egories not to be evaluated as others?

There is no problem for the linguists : ”X” (Resid-
ual) is a PoS, though a waste basket. The ”?” (Extra-
lexical) is the absence of a category, and reserved to
unknown and undecidable items, which are not eval-
uated. All French words, or tokens assimilated to
French words (for instance a word with a typing er-
ror, but with a French verbal ending, and recogniz-
able in context), are tagged with the help of the ex-
isting categories, ”X” included. All foreign words or
foreign acronyms or unknown symbols, or formulae
are to be tagged ”?”.

Since the ”?” tag blocks evaluation, it should be scarcely
used by the expert. However, some previous deci-
sions on tokenization, specially the choice to tag apos-
trophes as punctuation mark, did entail absence of
consistent category for the preceding token (see ex-
ample below). There remains a problem in the way
the evaluation takes this inadequacy into account.� The treatment of ”Compounds” was also a major point
of discussion. This issue was raised at every mo-
ment ... The choice of the smallest token had to be
balanced by the acceptance of compounds. As for



segmentation : what is a token, are existing ”com-
pounds” to be dissociated? Is it possible to create
”compounds”? As for their description : How can we
imagine special tags for them, or special description?
What about internal existing punctuation? What about
the blanks between the components, will they receive
a special tag? A compound may be ”known” as a
lexical entry though each component is extra-lexical:
what is to be done in that case? As for their eval-
uation : some participants will recognize strings of
tokens as compounds, others not. What about the
measures?

The final decision was to allow compounds, and to
tag them as such. In the reference manually tagged
corpus, when a compound is met, each of its com-
ponents will receive a multiple description : first as
a constituent of a compound annotated with numbers
(see below 1.2, 2.2), and second, as an individual to-
ken.

Example:

alors que :
alors : first element of a subordinat-

ing conjunction
OR (individually) adverb

que : second element of a subordi-
nating conjunction
OR (individually) subordi-
nate conjunction) alors que :

alors Cs/1.2—Rgp
que Cs/2.2—Cs

and other examples :

ad hoc : ad Rgp/1.2—?
hoc Rgp/2.2—?

compte-rendu : compte Ncms/1.3—Ncms
- Ncms/2.3—F
rendu Ncms/3.3—Afpm

tout à l’heure :
à Rgp/2.5—Sp
l Rgp/3.5—Da-fs-d/1.2—X
’ Rgp/4.5—Da-fs-d/2.2—K
heure Rgp/5.5—Ncfs

tout au plus : tout Rgp/1.5—Rgp
au Rgp/2.3—Sp+Da-ms-d
plus Rgp/3.3—Rgp

6. CONCLUSION

As a conclusion, we can say that this experience was the
most enriching one : discussions with participants proved
that the decisions made as for the tagset were acceptable
and not too far from the traditional approaches. Yet, one
can regret that, because of lack of time, some aspects could
not be rethought or amended. Theoretical rules found in
grammars are not always adequate when working on cor-
pora, in TAL.

At least two reasons can be evoked for this discrepancy:
changing conventions in written usage and the type of cor-
pora used in the GRACE action. As for changing usage,
among other points, we can note the extensive use of num-
bers written in Arabic figures and of acronyms, in contem-
porary French.

At a deeper level, we can also highlight the fact that
most grammars, such as (Le Goffic 1993), deal with ”mini-
mal sentences”, or single-clause sentences, set as schematic
models. On the contrary, the ”real text” corpora contain
long and complex sentences, with multiple layers. There-
fore, the choice of tokenization at the finest possible level
and the consequent choice to tag individual tokens con-
flicted with the human feeling of ”syntactical value”. Dis-
cussions about compounds words and compound expres-
sions, or cumulative informationand factorization were very
vivid. They indeed reflect the need to accept as valid vari-
ous descriptions projected to the word level but based on a
more or less extended notion of context, ranging from con-
tiguous words through phrase up to sentence.

A very important work was needed to establish the guide-
lines for tagging. Although most participants accepted them
as they were, it should not be forgotten that the number of
tags is very important and that providing explicit rules for
each and every case is by no way an easy task. Discussions
with computer linguists and scientists helped to keep logic
and consistency. They had a different ”vision” of problems,
and in some cases, put into perspective special phenomena.

The tagset and criteria for tagging were fixed at a given
moment for the experiment, but are in fact still under dis-
cussion ( Vergne 1998).The whole, though not perfect, proved
workable and useful.

As for the perspectives which remain to be developed
for the future experiments, the establishment of a reference
corpus containing more different genres is certainly impor-
tant. For syntax, the most crucial point lays in the clear
definition of linguistic units. The manual tagging relies on
functional analysis, where syntactical function is bearedby
a set of words, either phrases (syntagmas), or clauses. Lin-
guists tend to describe words as elements in a set, for in-
stance a verb as a VP, in which case the set has only one
element. An adequate frame should be established for com-
plex sentences, where the functional set can be described as
a combination of phrases and clauses.

The GRACE action is still a forum, and its results are
not an end in itself, but a basis for new developments, ad-
vances and progress.
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